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Uncovering Personal Histories: A Technology-Mediated
Approach to Eliciting Reflection on Identity Transitions
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When studying identity transitions, interview participants can find it difficult to reflect on their transitions

and recall specific details related to past experiences. We present a new approach to enable participant reflec-

tion on past identity transitions, and a means to fill in blanks by eliciting data that may not otherwise come

up: showing participants sentiment visualizations of their social media data. After detailing our methods of

constructing sentiment visualizations, we discuss our experiences using them in a study on gender transition.

For most participants, the visualizations elicited substantial reflection, and enabled recalling forgotten data

and new interpretations of transition experiences. We guide researchers on how to use this method when

studying other identity transitions; this may be especially powerful for marginalized people who undergo

substantial identity changes. This article proposes a way to uncover participants’ personal histories, which

can help HCI researchers to better understand and support marginalized people’s experiences.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many life transitions (e.g., gender transition, relationship changes, and changes in one’s health)
are processes that take place over months or years and involve substantial changes in a person’s
identity. Identity change is defined as change in the meanings that “define who one is” [15]. When
studying such identity transitions, it can be difficult to elicit participants’ reflection on their tran-
sition because people have difficulty recalling emotions and other specific details related to past
experiences. Retrospective interviewing techniques can be useful [64, 92], but carry limitations
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because people have difficulty remembering experiences [50] and do not always remember the
emotions they felt during the past [65, 101]. A researcher may know how to ask about an identity
transition process as awhole, but it can be hard to dig deeperwhen identity transition processes dif-
fer greatly from person to person. Furthermore, identity transitions do not occur in a vacuum, but
overlap and intersect with other life transitions, and it can be difficult for participants to recall how
and when these intersecting experiences occurred and how they felt during those time periods.
Information visualization can be a powerful tool for reflection and insight on personal data

[17, 46, 96]. Visualizations can trigger memories and enable self-reflection on past experiences,
such as by visualizing “familiar patterns” that correspond to people’s memories and help them
recognize their personal history [94]. Encouraging reflection on past mood or experiences can
sometimes lead to increased wellbeing [44, 86], even if those past experiences are negative [48].
Visual stimuli for elicitation and reflection can be created by participants [6, 20], by researchers
[21], or collaboratively between the two [95].
We present a new research approach to enable interview participants to reflect on past identity

transitions, and a means to fill in blanks by eliciting data that may not otherwise come up in
qualitative data collection: showing participants sentiment visualizations of their longitudinal
social media data. A unique value of qualitative research is its ability to combine multiple layers
of data, through data triangulation using social media and/or visual content in combination with
interview data [54]. Though qualitative interviews are already a rich source of data, triangulating
interview data with participant reflection on longitudinal social media sentiment visualizations
adds an important data layer that we found brings up unique new insights. We detail our methods
for constructing sentiment visualization graphs and using them in interviews with participants, so
that other researchers can use this approach in their work. We discuss our findings that emerged
using this method in n = 20 interviews with participants who had recently experienced or were
currently in the process of undergoing gender transition. After showing interview participants
graphs visualizing approximations of their sentiment over time (via their social media data), par-
ticipants brought up and reflected on experiences from the past that they had not mentioned prior
to viewing the graphs. We found that for most participants the visualizations elicited substantial
reflection on their personal history, and enabled recalling forgotten data and communicating new
interpretations of identity transition experiences. By reflection, we mean that the sentiment graphs
prompted participants to think seriously about aspects of their lives that the graphs made visible
(that were previously invisible to us as researchers) and their emotions around those experiences.1

This method’s novelty lies in combining four elements, which together form an elicitation tool
to use in qualitative interviews: (1) personal social media data; (2) sentiment analysis; (3) infor-
mation visualization; and (4) longitudinal representation. This novelty manifests in the elicitation
tool’s presentation, source, and purpose. In terms of presentation, we visualize longitudinal trends
and patterns in participants’ social media data, whereas other researchers have typically employed
individual social media posts [63, 79–81], photographs [6, 7], and diagrams [20] for elicitation. That
is, we employ a novel data visualization and presentation technique—a longitudinal and aggregated
representation of sentiment detected in the participant’s social media posts—instead of asking par-
ticipants to focus on the content of a social media post or image from the past. Our approach
condenses a long time period into graph form to make longitudinal sentiment patterns visible. In
terms of source, our visualizations draw on social media data authored by the participant, whereas
other studies that use aggregated visualizations depended on data generated by sensors and other
self-tracking devices [29, 33, 97]. In terms of purpose, our elicitation method aims at enabling

1There is no standard definition of reflection in HCI [9, 10], so we draw upon aspects of Baumer’s reflective informatics

[9] and Sengers et al.’s reflective design [84] in this definition.
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participants to reflect in a descriptive and expansive manner about their personal data and life
history (e.g., how did my past experiences, and the patterns they convey, shape my retelling of
my life’s history and my experiences?), whereas much prior work on self-reflection tends to be
aimed at having participants think in an evaluative manner (e.g., how well am I doing in terms of
achieving my fitness goals?What content do I post on social media and why?). We seek to help par-
ticipants in “the creation and passing on of life stories” by reconstructing their personal transition
histories from the perspective of their current identity [5]. Our approach enables reflection, particu-
larly on identity transitions that were longer processes rather than events, in uniqueways.We guide
researchers on how to use this method in their research to fill gaps when studying identity changes.
Ourmethodmay be especially powerful formarginalized groups and people who have experienced
substantial identity changes in their lives, such as in our case study with transgender participants.
This method provides a unique advantage for uncovering personal histories: visualizing par-

ticipants’ sentiment patterns based on their own self-reported data helps participants remember
and reflect on particular identity change experiences from the past. In addition, this method
helps participants recall and describe experiences that the interviewer would otherwise have
no way of knowing about based on the research topic, the participant’s self-reported data, and
the participant’s prior interview responses. Using sentiment measures is important because
it provides longitudinal presentation of a proxy for people’s emotional state over time, which
enables a unique way for participants to reflect on how they may have been feeling over time and
in different time periods. This method can be used in studies that aim at understanding people’s
past experiences and emotions, which is vital knowledge in designing technology. We expect that
this method will be particularly useful for understanding difficult identity transitions that involve
stigma and marginalization, because people are likely to document such transitions in narrative
form [59], and because identity transitions are processes that unfold over time (rather than more
time-bounded life events).
We discuss how using this method enabled us to construct what we call a transition history

from below (drawing from historian E. P. Thompson’s “history from below” [91]), that is, narrative
and analytical insight on transition based upon an examination of past events that centers the
perspectives of those who experienced them.We show that a gender transition history from below
provides insights on physical and mental health complexities during and temporal experiences of
gender transition that are missing from mainstream narratives written by medical experts.
Our contributions in this article include: (1) a description of a novel method for eliciting par-

ticipant reflection on past events and the emotions surrounding them: sentiment visualizations of
social media data over time; (2) an understanding of how participants responded to this method
during a trial of its use with 20 interview participants in the gender transition context; and
(3) a discussion of how participant reflection using sentiment visualizations contributes to liter-
ature on identity change and qualitative interview elicitation methods. This article contributes
methodological insights that combine historical, qualitative, and computational methods to in-
form HCI research that uncovers and shines analytical light on participants’ personal histories.
Our method for eliciting reflection on participants’ pasts, especially those who have experienced
substantial disruptions, can help us further understand how HCI research and design can support
marginalized experiences in the future.

2 RELATEDWORK

We situate this work within prior research that has used related approaches for reflection, such
as visual tools, visualizations, and technological tools. We then discuss previous work related to
collaborative sensemaking of visualized data and difficulties people may have interpreting such
data. Finally, we describe how our work builds from prior HCI research on identity transitions.
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2.1 Existing Reflection Research Methods

The method described in this article is of direct relevance to the broader field of oral history and
the sub-field of narrative inquiry that seeks to elicit the kinds of histories from below that we ex-
plore in the context of identity transitions. Narrative researchers analyze participants’ “stories or
narratives or descriptions of a series of events,” by using “words as data” [18, 75]. In this way, re-
searchers can focus on the particulars that characterize a participant’s narrative instead of aspiring
to generalization and universality, be more inclusive of different ways of knowing, and acknowl-
edge the mutually shaping role between participant and researcher [18, 75]. Narrative researchers
who study identity are particularly interested in examining how people revise and reinterpret their
identities and life stories over the course of their lives [5, 18]. Our method seeks to help elicit the
types of personal histories and temporal narratives that are valuable to understanding narrative
identity, by reminding participants of their emotional journey through visualizations of sentiment
scores based on their personal social media data. In doing so, our method uses the participants’
written words as data, aims at highlighting the specifics of participants’ stories, and provides an
artifact that participants and researchers can attend to together.
Our method also shares elements with interview methods in which researchers ask participants

to view and reflect on social media data or features, which often encourages recollection and reflec-
tion and increases the “thickness” of the data [27, 34, 54, 63, 79–81, 102]. Scrolling through past data
brings digital traces to life and helps participants understand social media use as part of their life
change processes over time [79]. Yet our approach makes an important departure from this prior
work. By showing participants aggregated visualizations of their social media posts, we invite par-
ticipants to examine the trends and patterns in their social media data instead of focusing on the
content of particular posts and images. That is, our method enables participants to make sense of
the bigger picture (i.e., trends and patterns) reflected in their social media posts, in contrast to tak-
ing them through individual data points (i.e., particular posts and images). This article’s method
also shares similarities with usability methods such as cognitive walkthroughs [55], in which peo-
ple evaluate a technology by “walking through” a series of tasks while talking aloud. In the Elicita-
tion Interview technique, researchers ask people to interpret a visualization of non-personal data;
yet participants looked for personal connections to the data, often related to particular time peri-
ods [43]. Previous research has also used visual probes in qualitative research [6, 7, 20], such as
“longitudinal participant-driven photo elicitation” [35]. Visual tasks and graphical elicitation tech-
niques are helpful for uncovering “data related to emotions and emotional experiences” [20], often
prompt reflection, and enable people to move beyond thinking in words, which can bring up new
insights and reflections that may not have been revealed otherwise [6, 21]. This work answer’s
Crilly et al.’s [21] call for future work to focus on new populations, contexts, and types of visual
elicitation to understand how to use these techniques in varying ways. We detail a new method
that addresses some limitations in existing qualitative research methods by providing a way to fill
in blanks and elicit reflection on experiences the researcher would not know to ask about.

2.2 Visual Tools for Reflecting on Participants’ Data

People often look at past social media data as a way to reflect on their lives [102]. People share
mostly mundane/everyday moments on social media, with occasional “critical moments” [92] –
this makes visualized social media data particularly informative for viewing the past. In prior re-
search, two tools used social media data to enable self-reflection: De Choudhury et al.’s Moon
Phrases [22], a prototype using social media data to visualize emotion and linguistic expression
over time, and Li et al.’s Grafitter [56], a tool that collected and visualized social media data.
Another system visualized and enabled discussion around aggregate social media sentiment for
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particular topics in real time [16]. Yet rather than being a tool built for self-reflection based on
intentional personal data collection, the present study presents social media data collection and
visualization as a research method for reflection during participant interviews. De Choudhury and
Massimi [23] and Baumer et al. [11] employed somewhat similar methods in survey-based studies,
in which they gathered survey participants’ reactions to aggregate graphs of empirical findings,
and asked for participants’ reactions, explanations, estimates, and whether the findings were “rep-
resentative of their own behavior” [23]. Baumer et al. [11] argued that data interpretation from
people who are being studied, who may either corroborate or challenge the researchers’ interpre-
tation, can benefit analysis. Our study uses elements similar to these methods, but extends them
by showing participants individual rather than aggregate graphs, and with a goal of reflection
elicitation.

2.3 Visualizing People’s Activities Over Time

Several studies have experimented with different types of visualizations that display certain as-
pects of people’s activities over time. Begole et al. [12] algorithmically detected and visualized
people’s daily activity over time to display work behaviors to colleagues. Vrotsou et al. [100] used
a similar approach to display people’s activity patterns to researchers in the form of a visualiza-
tion. Researchers have also explored innovative ways to visualize personal informatics, such as
3D printed material artifacts [51]. Fischer et al. [33] studied household “Internet of things” data
visualized over time, and discussed this data with the households. In this study, they documented
the work required for participants to make sense of visualized data and relate it to household ac-
tivities, and concluded that what data means is determined by the interaction of people and data
[33]. Participants in Tolmie et al.’s [97] interviews and ethnographic study reflected on domestic
sensor data over time, a process that required “situated reasoning” and articulation work. People in
that study seemed to need to account for peaks in graphs, and did so by describing circumstances
that might have caused them [97]. In this study, we take these sorts of approaches a step further
and enable participants to reflect on their visualized longitudinal personal data in interviews to
provide further insights that would otherwise be hard to gain.

2.4 Types and Goals of Technologically-mediated Reflection

Previous research has examined different forms and myriad goals of technology-mediated reflec-
tion [48, 52], meaning technology that enables people to reflect on past experiences generally
recorded online or using an application of some kind. Prior work has primarily examined reflection
in the context of personal informatics systems, defined by Li et al. as systems that “help people col-
lect personally relevant information for the purpose of self-reflection and gaining self-knowledge”
[57]. Li et al. [57] developed the stage-based model of personal informatics systems to describe the
five stages that people go through when using personal informatics systems: preparation, collec-
tion, integration, reflection, and action. Researchers examined personal informatics data with goals
such as modeling relationships between activities and mood [44, 86], tracking mood over time to
influence future wellbeing [44, 86], self-tracking to influence behavior change [70], and measur-
ing stress levels at past moments [77]. Researchers have often been interested in self-tracking for
goals related to reflection, such as understanding people’s self-reflection behaviors on self-tracked
data [58], and enabling self-trackers to find meaning [30] and insights in and reflect on their own
data through visualizations [17]. Users are interested in self-tracking for goals like self-monitoring,
self-reflection, and behavioral/psychological/medical change or improvement [61]. Other lines of
research have sought to understand how reflection on past data and experience can impact cur-
rent mood [44, 48, 52]. Finally, researchers have developed tools to enable people to spontaneously
reminisce on past social media content [72] and to easily express wellbeing status to one’s social
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network, a process, which also enabled self-reflection [4]. Elsden et al. [29] studied how people
interact with and make meaning from past quantified data (e.g., from sensor-based apps and per-
sonal informatics tools), and found that personal data’s meaning and experience changes over time:
data can become meaningful digital possessions and personal accounts of the past. Reflecting on
past personal data requires what Elsden et al. [29] call “data-work:” the language, effort, and re-
flection required to make sense of one’s quantified data from the past. We make connections with
personal informatics research because our method shares similarities with personal informatics
methods—that is, both involve tracking and reflecting on personal data over time. However, be-
cause it requires no self-tracking from the participant, our method can be used in contexts beyond
traditional personal informatics data collection contexts. Additionally, our contribution is an ex-
pansion of qualitative methods, rather than a personal informatics contribution.

2.5 Collaborative Sensemaking of Visualized Data

In research, personal data is best understood collaboratively between researchers and the person
who created the data [97]. In Fischer et al.’s study [33], making sense of visualized data was a
collaborative process between household members and researchers. Attempting to interpret such
data without the people who created it eliminates substantial context [33]. Interacting with vi-
sual content, whether the visual is made by the participant or the researcher, not only increases
data understanding, but can also improve communication between the two people [6]. Pina et al.
[74] argued for expanding self-tracking design to collaborative family contexts, rather than only
individual contexts. Similarly, we present a way that interpreting participants’ data can be a col-
laborative process between researchers and participants.

2.6 Difficulties Interpreting Visualized Data

Visualized data are not interpretable for all users [6, 20, 78]. Novices often have difficulty under-
standing and reflecting on visualized self-tracked data, and may consider the reflection process a
burden without rewards if the visualization is too abstract and removed from their experiences
[78]. Thus, interest in and use of personal informatics can fade quickly [78]. Additionally, peo-
ple may not have data reflection goals for themselves [17]. Graphic elicitation techniques can be
particularly difficult for those who do not read graphs well [17], or have difficulty thinking spa-
tially [20] or viewing time linearly [6]. The analytic sensemaking required to interpret visualized
data can cause substantial burden for some [86]. Some people require help interpreting their data,
which in our process is done collaboratively with the researcher when reflecting on visualizations
of past emotional data. Eliciting reflection on sentiment data during interviews, and collaborative
sensemaking with a researcher, could enable these people to still receive some positive benefits
of reflection (e.g., improved emotional wellbeing [48], finding meaning and insight in past events
[14, 17, 30]) without the burdens (e.g., having to track data themselves, interpreting graphs on their
own without explanation [31, 57]).

2.7 A New Method to Inform Identity Transitions Research

Finally, many studies within social computing [3, 26, 37, 62, 67, 77, 83] and from the broader social
science literature [45, 68, 90] have examined identity transitions, life events, and the emotions sur-
rounding them, and researchers in these areas may find this new method useful. Major life events
inventories like the Social Readjustment Rating Scale [45] and the Major Life Events Taxonomy
[41] are not feasible in an interview context, but researchers may still wish to learn about mean-
ingful experiences from participants’ pasts without running through an exhaustive list. In Elsden
et al.’s study [29], which showed participants quantified data from sensor-based apps and personal
informatics tools, many participants discussed and reflected on life transitions that happened in
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the past, and translated graphs into personal stories, often about meaningful life changes: “the data,
in various ways—through maps, graphs, peaks, and troughs, absences—offered a legible reflection
of these life changes.” Using sentiment visualization graphs of participants’ social media data as
an elicitation tool can be useful to expand, deepen, and fill in gaps with interview data in research
settings like these.
Studies about identity transitions are a growing research area in HCI and social computing [42].

For example, studies have focused on experiences of pregnancy and parenthood [1, 28, 36], tran-
sition to college [69, 85], health status changes [60, 62], transition to and away from the military
[26, 83], and gender transition [39], to name a few. Particularly when identity transitions are diffi-
cult, uncommon, or isolating, people often document their transition processes, whether publicly
or privately, as a way to benefit both themselves and the community of others who are also expe-
riencing that identity transition [37, 59]. Interviews, which usually last only an hour or two (and
often less), cannot possibly elicit as much personal information as people share when they regu-
larly document an identity change in writing as it occurs. Our approach can harness longitudinal
personal data in a way that can be easily presented to a participant to enable reflection and fill in
data gaps. Our method uses data collection and visualization techniques inspired by and similar
to those often employed in personal informatics, yet rather than making a personal informatics
or design contribution, we contribute a new qualitative data elicitation method to help uncover
participants’ personal histories.

3 METHODS

This study was approved by our institution’s Institutional Review Board. We interviewed 20 trans-
gender and/or non-binary Tumblr users who kept a genre of blog called “transition blogs” in which
they had been documenting their gender transitions for a period of months or years prior to the
interview. We chose gender transition as our case study because it is an identity transition that is
a process rather than an event, but that also includes many events during that process (e.g., dis-
closures to different audiences), and that involves substantial change over time. We chose Tumblr
as this study’s data source because it is a site that this population used heavily to share lengthy,
personal text data over long periods of time, which enabled meaningful longitudinal sentiment
analysis and visualization.
We first found a sample of transition blogs by searching on Tumblr for transgender and gender-

transition related tags, such as #transition, #mtf, and #ftm, and then by searching for other tags
that emerged in that initial sample of transition blogs. We then used theoretical sampling [88] to
choose a sample of interview participants from the larger sample of blogs who were diverse demo-
graphically and had different sentiment patterns over time. That is, when choosing interviewees,
we selected some bloggers with overall positive trajectories, some with less positive trajectories,
some whose sentiment patterns were volatile, and some with less volatility. We contacted each
potential interviewee through Tumblr’s messaging system to ask if they would be interested in
being interviewed for the study. We informed each participant about the blog data collection and
analysis, and gave them the opportunity to opt out. Those who agreed were interviewed via their
preferred method of video chat (n = 19) or phone (n = 1). Interviews lasted on average 60 minutes
(SD = 13.8 minutes, range: 40–88 minutes) and covered many topics, such as gender transition and
disclosure experiences on social media sites, that are not covered in this paper but discussed in our
other work [37]. We compensated each interview participant with a $25 Visa gift card.

Interview participants were 50% trans women, 35% trans men, and 15% non-binary trans people.
Participants were 65% white, 15% Black, 15% Asian, and 10% Hispanic/Latino/a/x (percentages add
up to greater than 100% because some participants were of multiple races/ethnicities). The average
age was 26.65 (SD = 7.02 years, range: 19–43). A total 18 participants were American (one residing
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Fig. 1. Example sentiment graph (for P4), with sentiment measures labeled. ©Oliver Haimson.

in Europe at the time of the interview) and two were Canadian. Participants had been blogging
on average for 709 days (sd = 589, range: 189–2,305 days), began blogging between 2012 and 2016,
and were active bloggers up until 2016 or 2017 (when interviews were conducted). Participants
had posted on average 361 posts (sd = 635, range: 18–2,617 posts).

Prior to each interview, using computational sentiment analysis methods, we analyzed and vi-
sualized the interviewee’s textual Tumblr transition blog content over the time period they had
maintained their blog. We used Tumblr’s API [99] and the PyTumblr API client [76] to collect this
data, an approach that appeared to be allowed according to Tumblr’s API License Agreement as
of January 2017 [98]. Tumblr blogs can include many types of content, but for this article we only
analyzed participants’ text posts and photo caption content (if it was more than 10 words long)
because we found that these were most likely to include meaningful personal text. We used six
different sentiment analysis measures to visualize participants’ textual blog data over time (see
Figure 1). Some were created particularly for analyzing social media text [47], while some were
created for text analysis more broadly [73]. See Appendix A for each sentiment measure’s descrip-
tive statistics. Future work could examine whether displaying only one or several graphs, rather
than six, may be a better approach.

— Vader compound score—a composite, unidimensional score of sentiment (red) [47];
— Vader positive sentiment (blue) [47];
— Vader negative sentiment, inversed (grey) [47];
— A negative mental health measure using Urban Dictionary words but verified to work across
platforms [71], inversed (yellow). This turned out not to be a very good indicator of emo-
tional wellbeing and gave somewhat random graphs for most participants;

— LIWC positive emotion (purple) [73];
— LIWC negative emotion, inversed (green) [73].

We used R to visualize these sentiment plots. The sentiment measures had different ranges, so
we normalized each and plotted them so that they would appear on the same scale. This way, only
patterns and deviations in the graphs would stand out. We inversed the negative measures (Vader
negative sentiment [47], LIWC negative emotion [73], and the negative mental health measure
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from [71]) so that on each graph, positive sentiment was represented by higher vertical values, and
negative sentiment was represented by lower vertical values. We plotted the graphs using the R
function Loess.smooth [25], with a one degree local polynomial, a Gaussian fitting, and the smooth-
ness parameter varying depending on the amount of time the person had been blogging. Adjusting
the smoothness parameter required tradeoffs between granularity and graph interpretability. We
prioritized graph readability, which meant a relatively wide smoothing window, particularly for
those who had been blogging for years. This emphasized and elicited reflection on more long-term
sentiment trends and larger sentiment changes rather than short-term variability and day-to-day
or week-to-week fluctuations. Future research should examine how smoothing parameters impact
participant reflection. The X -axis varied for each participant, and displayed the full amount of time
that person had been blogging on Tumblr (thus, the labels designate years for some participants,
and months for others. We designed the sentiment graphs carefully to be legible to audiences
unfamiliar with scientific visualizations. We chose to use simple line graphs because they are in-
terpretable to most people as a familiar way of representing change over time [32]. We initially had
designed sentiment graphs that were more complex, but simplified them substantially after pilot
testing them with a small group, and settled on the design shown here before displaying graphs to
participants. We intentionally did not include labels differentiating the plots, because we wanted
participants to reflect on each without knowing which particular measures they represented. We
did not include Y -axis values on the graphs because the sentiment measures would not have been
meaningful to participants. We described to each participant that the plots showed six different
ways of measuring an approximation of emotional wellbeing over time, in which lower values and
dips represented lower emotional wellbeing, while higher values and peaks represented higher
emotional wellbeing.
Toward the end of each interview (after having interviewed the participant for roughly 40–60

minutes) we shared each participant’s individual sentiment graphs with them, told them that the
graphs were generated using emotional wellbeing scores calculated from their Tumblr blog’s text,
and asked them to reflect on the graphs. This timing is in line with recommendations that vi-
sual elicitation usually works best toward the end of interviews [21]. For video chat interviews,
we shared our screen with participants and showed them the graphs. When there were technical
difficulties (n = 1) or with the participant who preferred phone (n = 1), we instead e-mailed the
sentiment graphs image to the participant. Questions began with a variation of “Do any of the
lines seem to resonate with how you were feeling over time?” After this, questions were highly
tailored for each person (for an example dialogue, see Section 4.3) and focused on patterns in the
particular sentiment graphs. This study was in the context of gender transition, and thus senti-
ment graphs tended to follow certain patterns, such as a generally positive trajectory over time as
people proceeded through their transitions. For other types of life transitions, researchers must be
aware of and sensitive to the types of sentiment patterns that may occur, so that they can under-
stand common patterns vs. outliers, and be prepared for negative emotions that may arise when
participants view less positive sentiment trajectories (which we discuss more in Section 5.1). This
method should be further tested in other life transition contexts.
As detailed in Section 4, though initiallywe had a goal of understanding, which sentiment graphs

were most accurate, assessing accuracy was a difficult task for participants, and interviewees in-
stead tended to reflect on past experiences. Thus, after several interviews we shifted to a goal of
reflection: using the sentiment graphs primarily as tools for eliciting reflection on past identity
transitions and people’s emotions around those experiences. It is important to note that senti-
ment analysis methods have accuracy limitations [8], and sentiment visualizations involve simpli-
fying complex transition journeys into depictions of positive and negative emotions. Despite these
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limitations and complexities, which we discussed with participants, we found the method valuable
for eliciting participant reflection.
Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed.We analyzed interview data using open coding

and line-by-line analysis, in which we allowed codes to emerge from the data [88]. We then exam-
ined connections between codes, and organized the codes into larger themes [88]. In the analysis
presented in this article, the three emerging categories we focus on related to applying this method
are (1) sentiment graphs as a reflective tool, (2) sentiment graphs help participants recall new data,
and (3) participants’ difficulties relating to sentiment graphs. We then grouped these under the
larger category of how participants responded to the sentiment graphs as an elicitation tool.

4 RESULTS

We present a description of our experiences applying this method to support our argument that
sentiment graphs of social media data can be a useful tool that researchers can use to enable inter-
view participants to speak about and reflect on important events from their pasts. We first describe
how sentiment graphs enabled participants to reflect on their personal histories and the emotions
surrounding their past experiences. We next detail how participants recalled and described new
data corresponding to patterns in sentiment graphs. Such novel data were related to topics or
people that the participant had not previously mentioned during the interview, and that the in-
terviewer would not have known to ask about. Finally, we describe some participants’ difficulties
in connecting the graphs with their own experiences. Interestingly, even participants who had
trouble relating to the graphs were able to use them as a tool for reflection.

4.1 Reflection on Personal Histories Using Sentiment Graphs

Most participants (16 out of 20) were able to make connections between the sentiment changes
they saw in the graphs, and particular identity changes they had experienced during those time
periods. Thus, longitudinal sentiment graphs of social media data can serve as a reflective tool for
uncovering personal histories.
Given that this study focused on gender transition, many participants drew connections be-

tween the sentiment graphs and their gender transition journeys, particularly with respect to hor-
mone replacement therapy. Several participants noted a connection between increased sentiment
in their graph and starting hormone replacement therapy, such as P14, who said, “and then in
October, I was really excited. I finally started hormone therapy.” P18 described a period of time
when she temporarily lost access to feminizing hormones, which corresponded to the decrease in
positive sentiment shown around November in most of the graphs in Figure 2.
The sentiment graphs related to not only hormone replacement therapy, but many different

types of life experiences. In addition to the impacts of hormones, P18 made several other clear
connections between experiences in her life and the sentiment graphs we showed her: “ I know
that right before Thanksgiving, that was when I officially dropped out of school, at least for the
rest of that semester. So, I was really down in the dumps right around that time.” The holiday
season also impacted her mood: “ I know that right around December, it went up a little bit, as it
always does for most people, just because of the holidays and everything else.” For these reasons,
she stated that she considered the grey and green sentiment graphs to be “good indicators...when
it came down to my emotional wellbeing.”

While each of the examples in the section above involve reflection, some participants used the
graphs to go beyond simply corresponding patterns in the graphs to past experiences, and further
reflected on those experiences in meaningful ways. In this way, we used sentiment graphs over
time as a tool that enabled people to reflect on their personal histories and the emotions that came
up for them around life experiences. While we do not present quotes from all participants, for
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Fig. 2. P18’s sentiment graph. Top left (red): Vader compound. Middle left (blue): Vader positive senti-

ment. Bottom left (grey): Vader negative sentiment, inversed. Top right (yellow): mental health measure,

inversed. Middle right (purple): LIWC positive emotion. Bottom right (green): LIWC negative emotion, in-

versed. ©Oliver Haimson.

13 out of 20, visualizations prompted substantial reflection. P20 used the graphs as an opportunity
to put herself back “in that place” in time and reflect on how she was feeling during a particular
time period:

Okay, so that was second semester into my sophomore year. Let me just put myself in that
place... At the time, I was at a super high in my life. I felt like I was kind of taking over
the world. That’s when my blog was starting to take off... [referring to a dip in the graph]
I’m not sure what a dip would be. I did have to go to my brother’s graduation and kind
of present in this weird, ambiguous, gender neutral presentation at my school that I go to.
That was a big low. After that, everything was great.

This is an example of the sentiment graphs’ ability to enable reflection for participants in a way
that traditional interview techniques and existing elicitation techniques often do not. “Putting
people back” into particular periods of their lives to reflect is a difficult endeavor, and sentiment
graphs can help.
Several of P3’s sentiment graphs showed an increase in positive sentiment throughout the sec-

ond half of 2016 leading into 2017. P3 attributed this increase in positive sentiment to her process
of coming out as trans and starting on hormone replacement therapy:

At least a majority of those graphs you can see...it looks like I’m at a low and then I come
out and essentially... that line starts skyrocketing up faster than any other growth than
any of those lines. [referring to the yellow line] Forget that one, it doesn’t matter. The
other ones they just kind of jump up and that’s kind of how I felt after coming out. like
it took a lot to get there, I was nervous and I was scared and didn’t know what to do and
then I did it. And that smile [increasing pitch sounds] kind of just grew on me... I think
that line [dip] in the middle is probably where I got hormones, I got that like September,
I think. Yes, seven months yesterday. It feels amazing.

Interestingly, P3 was able to easily disregard the yellow graph that did not support this positive
trajectory (“Forget that one, it doesn’t matter.”), which turned out to be a correct assumption on her
part given the yellow graph’s lack of relationship with positive sentiment for most participants.
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For other participants, the sentiment graphs brought back up past feelings of anger, distress, and
jealousy. P2 reflected on the complex feelings, both negative and positive, that he had experienced
in the past year related to hormone replacement therapy:

This should be this year then... A lot of my earlier [blog] posts were a lot more ‘I need
to start transitioning because I’m really upset.’ You know? A lot of guys, and probably
girls, I don’t know, experience a sense like you see other people transitioning and you get
extremely jealous. And you feel bad because I should be happy for you but I’m actually
fucking pissed. So, I think, at the start of my blog that was definitely were I was. Then, I
had that, ‘Oh my god! It’s happening!’ And then it probably evened out a little bit.

Thus, most participants were able to connect their past experiences to sentiment graphs of their
social media data. Furthermore, the visualizations helped place participants back into particular
periods of their lives. The majority of participants used sentiment graphs as a tool for substantial
reflection.

4.2 Sentiment Graphs Help Participants Recall New Data

Sentiment graphs often brought up experiences that participants had not yet mentioned in the
interview. Importantly, some participants had not written about these experiences on their blogs,
and hence the researcher would not have known to ask them about these events. That is, sentiment
graphs helped participants recall and reflect on new data that they had not thought to bring up
before viewing the graphs. These new revelations were likely related to the graphs’ visual depic-
tion of time, as evidenced by participants’ descriptions of events in relation to the graphs’ visual
patterns and the related time periods.
We had been interviewing P14 for almost an hour when we showed them the sentiment graphs.

For P14, the graphs became a means to reflect on their diagnosis with polycystic ovarian syndrome
(PCOS).

I feel like the gray and the light-blue graph [are representative of how I was feeling] be-
cause there were times in this period where I was getting a little bit more worried because
of the tests I was going through and finding out that I have PCOS. And I was worried
about like what might happen, if I wouldn’t be allowed to go on testosterone, or those
kinds of things. And there was also concerns of if I’m more likely to have cancer due to
having PCOS, or the fact that my mom has the CHEK2 gene. So, I had to get tested for
that. But I ended up being negative for that, but I was like afraid that I might not be able
to actually start hormone therapy. And so, I’m wondering if these dips, especially these
dips around October, were from me voicing those concerns [on my blog]...

Surprisingly, this major health diagnosis that had caused P14 substantial distress within the past
six months had not come up during the hour-long interview we conducted prior to showing them
the sentiment graphs. We would not have known to ask P14 about PCOS, and this data would not
have been elicited without the graphs.
Participant P5 noticed that their sentiment graphs all showed a decrease the previous April, and

stated that “April was a sad month for me last year.” When asked to elaborate, they described,

I was coming out and my great grandmother passed, and I was dating somebody and it
was all bad, so that’s so funny you can see that in the graphs. Yeah, actually, looking at
the months I can see oh yup there’s the dip, there’s the recuperation and there’s the trail
off where I just disappeared for a couple months.

Interestingly, while P5 did write about some experiences (e.g., coming out) on their blog; other
experiences, such as their great grandmother’s death, were not mentioned at all. It might be that
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the computational sentimentmeasures picked up P5’s negative affect during that time periodwhen
they were writing about other topics. It might also be that P5 used the sentiment visualizations to
find connections to experiences during that time period. Either way, the sentiment graphs enabled
us to elicit important information about difficult experiences that P5 had not mentioned until this
point in the interview, after we had been talking for roughly an hour.
P4 also found connections between patterns in the sentiment graphs and recalled experiences

that she had not previously mentioned. Responding to a period of positive sentiment shown in the
graphs, P4 described positive, yet complicated, relationship experiences:

My wife who is now my ex-wife [and I] started a poly-[amorous] relationship and that
went really well for a good bit of the year. It kind of all exploded in September that’s why
that dip there might be telling, and after that I met a new person and right toward the
end of the year things started looking up again.

While P4’s sentiment graphs showed a positive sentiment trend during this time period, each
of the six graphs differed slightly, and none visualized the level of complexity P4 described in her
narrative. Accuracy notwithstanding, the sentiment graphs helped shed light on new data.
Sentiment graphs enabled reflection even for participants who found it difficult to interpret

the graphs (we describe such difficulties in Section 4.3). For participant P6, the graphs brought
up reflection on a period of depression that they had not mentioned previously in the interview:
“ I mean I guess the green one stands out to me in terms of I definitely was really depressed dur-
ing that, during the year before I started going on testosterone or maybe a little bit before that.”
Similarly, viewing sentiment graphs reminded P2 of relocating to a new country and working
full-time.

I think some of it might be impacted by the fact too, over the summer I was really busy
– I worked like 40 hours a week at [coffee shop]. On the other hand, I worked as a guy,
which was very affirming for me. But I was working 40 hours a week in customer service.
Then, around September/October/November-ish I was here, so I just came to [European
country]. And I think that accounts for the first months. You know when you show up in
a new place, you’re kind of not familiar with everything, you’re away from your parents,
from your family, and your friends. You’re kind of in a new place and in this case, it’s
like my second language, so you’re kind of alienated from everyone because I can go out
and talk to people or I cannot because I’m very self-conscious of how I sound in [European
language] or something.

Thus, sentiment graphs helped participants recall new data and reflect on experiences that the
researchers would not have otherwise asked them about. This was true even when participants
had difficulty interpreting the graphs.

4.3 Participants’ Difficulties Relating to Sentiment Graphs

This section describes the difficulties we encounteredwhen showing sentiment graphs to interview
participants. In total, seven participants (out of 20) initially had difficulty relating to the sentiment
graphs, but upon further discussion and explanation, most were able to use the graphs to reflect
on past experiences to some extent.
When developing this method, our initial goal was to determine which of the six sentiment

measures was most accurate and most resonated with people’s experiences. We soon learned that
assessing accuracy via line graphs over time was a very difficult task for most participants. These
initial difficulties enabled us to dig deeper, and ultimately use sentiment graphs as a tool for reflec-
tion rather than accuracy.
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Fig. 3. P3’s sentiment graph. Top left (red): Vader compound.Middle left (blue): Vader positive sentiment. Bot-

tom left (grey): Vader negative sentiment, inversed. Top right (yellow): mental health measure, inversed. Mid-

dle right (purple): LIWC positive emotion. Bottom right (green): LIWC negative emotion, inversed. ©Oliver

Haimson.

P3 initially had difficulty matching the experiences she remembered with the sentiment graphs
we showed her. We drew her attention to the “dip” in positive sentiment that seemed to have
occurred in mid-2016 (see Figure 3), and asked her to describe what might have been happening
in her life during that time. However, she remembered having experienced negative emotions not
in mid-2016, but instead in December, calling the graphs’ accuracy into question.

Interviewer: [describing graphs in non-scientific terms] The higher the line is, that means
that represents feeling better. When it goes down – in some of the lines there’s a dip in
2016 – that would represent not feeling as well...
P3: So would that dip be roughly December, that big dip?
Interviewer: The dip actually looks more like July or August. Was there something in
December that happened?
P3: Yeah, December was when I got kind of disowned from my family, so I know I kind of
went off the deep end there a little bit. Not all, just my Mom’s side pretty much. They’re
all die-hard Jehovah’s witnesses and they did not tolerate that very well. You say that dip
is around July, well that’s crazy.
Interviewer: Yeah, it sounds like if things were kind of rough in December, these graphs
aren’t doing a great job of representing that.
P3: To a degree, I had just come out too, so in that sense, I was really happy with myself.
I mean I had my own crap I had to deal with but I might not have led on. I don’t know
I kind of bottle things up inside ’cause I don’t want people to know too much. But, yeah
look at these graphs, they’re so weird, they all seem to follow the same pattern.
Interviewer: Yeah, they are pretty highly correlated. So, they are different, slightly differ-
ent... I know that this is a difficult question to even answer, so I’m not sure if it is really
possible to be able to tell. But, do any of these resonate with you more than others?
P3: It is a difficult question. You’re asking me if that squiggly line represents
how I feel.

This excerpt brings up a fundamental complexity that arises when using sentiment graphs to
determine the accuracy of sentiment measures: It is difficult, if not impossible, for many people to
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Fig. 4. P6’s self-tracked sentiment and sentiment as measured from Tumblr blog posts. ©Oliver Haimson.

connect their feelings over a long period of time with a “squiggly line” on a graph. P3’s interview
represents a turning point in our study where we shifted from trying to understand which graphs
were most accurate for measuring emotional wellbeing over time, and instead began to use these
graphs as a reflective tool that helped people talk about their experiences from the past and how
thosemade them feel. For example, despite our conversation excerpted above, P3was able to reflect
on her experiences well using the graphs as a starting point (see Section 4.1 for example quotes).
Other participants described being “bad with numbers” or unskilled at making sense of informa-

tion visualizations. On surface level, this method would seem to be a bad fit for participants like
these. For example, P6 stated that they were “kind of bad with numbers,” “bad with dates,” had
to “ think really hard about what was happening during those years,” and described that “when it
comes to sequence and time, I can tell sequence but I can’t tell time.” Timeline-based visuals are
not always successful, as some people do not relate well to time being visualized in linear ways
[6].
Despite or perhaps because of these difficulties with dates and numbers, P6 had a strong inter-

est in self-tracking their emotional wellbeing over time, and actually kept their own spreadsheet
listing their emotional state over the past six years:

I broke it down into semesters... So, Fall, Spring, and Summer... And it tells me what my job
was during that time, it tells me what work I was doing during that time, it tells me stuff
about my mental health, what medication I might have been taking for mental health.
If I was seeing a therapist, which one... If there was some major issues that me and my
partner were facing at that time.

P6 volunteered to share this spreadsheet with us and allow us to analyze their self-tracked data,
and we found that P6’s self-tracked measures of depression and anxiety correlated somewhat with
the Vader negative sentiment [47] (r = .75, p = .02 with self-tracked depression, r = .72, p = .03 with
self-tracked anxiety) and Vader compound score [47] (r = .59, p = .10 with self-tracked depression,
r = .64, p = .06 with self-tracked anxiety) measures from our sentiment analysis of their Tumblr
blog, even with a very small sample size (n = 9 time periods where there was enough data from
both sources). Figure 4 displays these measures over time for P6. Interestingly, despite the Vader
measures being most highly correlated with their self-tracked measures, P6 thought the LIWC
positive and negative emotionmeasures resonatedmorewith themwhen they looked at the graphs
during our interview (see Figure 5).
P6’s example shows that even when sentiment visualizations are somewhat accurate accord-

ing to a ground truth (self-tracked data), some participants may have difficulty making sense
of sentiment graphs. However, soon after saying that they were bad with dates, P6 was able to
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Fig. 5. P6’s sentiment graph. Top left (red): Vader compound.Middle left (blue): Vader positive sentiment. Bot-

tom left (grey): Vader negative sentiment, inversed. Top right (yellow): mental health measure, inversed. Mid-

dle right (purple): LIWC positive emotion. Bottom right (green): LIWC negative emotion, inversed. ©Oliver

Haimson.

recall and reflect on a period of depression they experienced before starting hormone therapy (see
Section 4.2). Thus, sentiment graphs may be useful for eliciting reflection even when participants
express difficulty interpreting the graphs.
Another participant, P13, stated, “ I feel like I’m looking at random lines. I’m sorry.” Yet he still

used the sentiment graphs to reflect on experiences like spending his first summer away from
family, and starting college.

P13: I was looking at the blue [graph]. Yeah, the blue one, and I was like that kind of looks
like me, because just remembering what I was going through in July and how things did
get better once the school year started and such.
Interviewer: What was going on over the summer?
P13: Just like relationship issues and I’m – like I said, I go to college. I keep saying this, but
I go to college in the middle of nowhere, but I’m from southern California where there’s
everything, basically, and so, last summer was my first summer away from my family.
The entire summer, so it was just kind of hard for me not to be able to be around them.

As with all elicitation methods, this method works better with some participants than with oth-
ers. P2, after considerable reflection based on sentiment graphs (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2), ended
with a caveat about his limited ability to interpret the graphs: “But I don’t really know that I can
derive much from these from these sorts of things or these sort of symbols.” This apparent contra-
diction shows that sentiment graphs can be a useful tool for reflection and elicitation, whether or
not they are particularly accurate and whether or not the participant fully understands the graphs.

5 DISCUSSION

“History from below,” also known as “people’s history,” is a way of constructing historical narra-
tives by drawing from the experiences of everyday people, especially those who are marginalized
and oppressed, rather than from those in power or leadership positions [13, 91]. When considering
personal experiences with identity transition, our approach can be considered a transition history
from below, which emphasizes centering marginalized people’s experiences and posits them as
the experts of their narratives. A contrasting approach would be to draw from “experts” such as
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clinicians and medical or mental health professionals who specialize in the types of identity tran-
sitions one wants to study. For example, a long history of research drew false conclusions about
trans experiences because its data sources were medical professionals who worked with trans pop-
ulations instead of trans people themselves [24, 87, 89]. In the research approachwe describe in this
article, we consider people to be the experts of their own experiences, and we show how to com-
bine multiple data sources—participants’ historical social media data combined with interviews in
which they reflect on this data—to understand identity change experiences.

We construct a gender transition history from below based on interviews with a diverse set of
trans participants. This approach to constructing history enables the inclusion of insights that are
important to the lived experience of transition, such as the physical and mental health complexi-
ties and temporal intricacies of gender transition. Participants described how complex intersecting
medical needs could have significant impacts on their mental and physical wellbeing during tran-
sition: The discovery that a newly diagnosed health condition (polycystic ovary syndrome) would
restrict access to gender-affirming hormone replacement therapy caused P14 substantial distress
(Section 4.2). Participants also reflected on the mental health impacts of their lack of agency over
gender presentation at various points in their transition: having to attend her brother’s graduation
using an ambiguous gender presentation was a significant low for P20 (Section 4.1). Furthermore,
multiple participants described how the lack of access to gender-affirming medical treatment im-
pacted their wellbeing: P2 and P6 experienced depression, anger, and even jealousy in relation to
their own and other people’s experiences with hormone replacement therapy (Sections 4.1 and 4.2).
Participants also described experiencing multiple intersecting life transitions during the same pe-
riod of time: a familymember’s passing away, a bad relationship, and publicly disclosing their trans
identity were all an inextricable part of P5’s gender transition, with overlapping mental health con-
sequences. A transition history from below thus complicates mainstream narratives that portray
gender transition as a linear and straightforward journey of physical transformation.
“Putting people back” into particular periods of their lives to reflect is a difficult endeavor, and

this difficulty can limit the retrospective study of long-lasting identity transitions (e.g., gender
transition, health status changes, and relationship changes) [50, 65, 101]. Showing interview par-
ticipants sentiment graphs of their social media data over time is a promising new approach for
eliciting reflection on participants’ identity transitions. While existing methods enable participant
reflection in many important ways, our method combines sentiment analysis and visualization of
longitudinal personal data to uncover unique insights from participants related to their past ex-
periences and identity changes. We showed how we used this method in the context of a study
focused on one particular type of identity transition: gender transition. Yet each of the participants
in our study also experienced other life experiences and transitions during their gender transition
processes, and sentiment graphs enabled us to elicit reflection about these myriad, intersecting
identity changes. Researchers will find this method valuable for other populations, particularly
those who have faced difficult experiences in their pasts.
Previous identity transitions work has typically used interviews and surveys to understand peo-

ple’s past experiences with changing identity (e.g., [26, 37, 60, 69, 83, 85]). These studies are often
focused on one type of identity transition in isolation, enabling the interviewer to specifically ask
about that particular experience, as we did about gender transition. Our sentiment visualization
elicitation method helps resolve two challenges facing such studies. First, recalling patterns of
emotion over time is often difficult in interviews [21]. Second, identity transitions do not occur in
isolation, and people may not remember, or think to bring up when asked, other things that were
happening in their life at that time. By visualizing longitudinal emotion patterns without naming
specific experiences, our method helps participants reflect on their experiences in the context of
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the emotions surrounding them—and further, recall other life experiences that intersected with
their identity transition (e.g., P5’s great grandmother passing away).
Our method provides participants with a visual tool to focus on the local and specific aspects

of their identity transitions. Narrative identity researchers have found that people’s lives are influ-
enced by cultural norms and scripts that demarcate the milestones and themes that are considered
appropriate and positive during particular phases of life (e.g., falling in love during adolescence)
[5, 18]. Events and processes that are non-normative (such as gender transition) or traumatic are
typically left out of mainstream cultural scripts. People are socialized to believe that they must
adopt one of “a handful of dominant, broadly acceptable scripts of ‘master narratives’ ” for coping
with non-normative and traumatic occurrences, if they want to obtain acceptance and approval
for their life stories [5, 93]. Oral history researchers found that listeners were more accepting to-
ward life-threatening events if narrators spoke of their bravery or concern for others, as opposed
to their feelings of fear and sadness [93]. Transgender people and people who have undergone
stigmatizing or traumatic life transitions are expected to perform a similar set of master narratives
that are dictated by “experts” such as medical professionals, to obtain acceptance and access to life-
sustaining resources [24, 82]. In the context of interview research, this maymean that marginalized
participants also feel the pressure to conform to thesemaster narratives. By presenting participants
with visualizations based on their own social media data, our method provides participants with
a potential alternative to mainstream cultural scripts. This alternative script may encourage par-
ticipants to move away from master narratives and delve instead into their own idiosyncratic and
unique life journeys. By drawing from oral history and narrative identity research, we can make
this important methodological contribution to HCI.
Prior work on qualitative interview elicitation methods has found that showing participants

their social media posts from the past elicits reflection on those particular events and posts [72, 79].
We find that showing participants sentiment graphs of longitudinal social media data provided
participants a new way of viewing their pasts and helped participants reflect on their experiences
at a higher level and with a broader focus than looking at the posts themselves. This is likely
because of the aggregate nature of the graphs (versus seeing a single post at a time) and because
the graphs displayed emotional patterns without mentioning the specific posts corresponding to
them. This helped elicit new data about experiences that participants had not mentioned on social
media (e.g., P14’s health diagnosis) and that the interviewer would not have known to ask about,
thus uncovering personal histories and building transition histories from below.
Some of our findings overlap with prior research on using personal data for self-reflection. For

example, participants in Choe et al.’s study interacted with a system called Visualized Self, which
pulled data from multiple self-tracked sources to visualize patterns over time [17]. Choe et al.
found that participants used the system for meaningful reflection, and many of their insights had
to do with past identity changes, such as a job change or becoming a parent [17]. Like our partici-
pants, participants in Choe et al.’s study too found “peaks or extreme values” in the visualizations
particularly useful for reflection [17]. Though Choe et al.’s study was not focused on interview elic-
itation, graphs of self-tracked data helped participants bring up life experiences that were external
to the data being tracked. In our method, sentiment graphs of social media data serve a similar
reflection purpose: Graphs were not a way to make life experiences more organized or accurate;
instead, by making our participants think with emotion patterns and on occasion doubt their ac-
curacy, sentiment graphs enabled interviewees to think seriously about their pasts and reflect on
their experiences within the context of the emotions surrounding them. Indeed, and of particular
importance for an interview elicitation method, this helped participants recall new data that they
had not mentioned on social media and that we would not have known to inquire about.
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Our method promotes collaborative reflection in the interview process, in the sense that re-
searchers presented participants’ data over time as prompts, along with interview questions, to
collaboratively enable reflection. The collaborative reconstruction of people’s stories and narra-
tives with researchers is a part of any interview, and we show that this process may be aided by
graph-based elicitation methods. Had they not seen the sentiment graphs, people may not have
thought to remember or reflect on particular past experiences in detail, or at all. Prior work has
shown that collaborative reflection and sensemaking can benefit people (e.g., improved emotional
wellbeing [48], finding meaning and insight in past events [14, 17, 30]); and using our sentiment
visualization elicitation method during interviews could provide participants some of these bene-
fits without the burdens (e.g., having to track data themselves, interpreting graphs on their own
without explanation [31, 57]). Yet the experience of reflecting with a researcher in an interview
context is quite different than self-initiated reflection, and may even generate different narratives
or recollections. This brings up open questions around how understanding the past actually hap-
pens in research interviews, and how it may be different than other self-reflection processes, an
exciting area for future work. Importantly, though our method was collaborative, it was not as
collaborative as it could be. For example, future work could involve participants more in the data
analysis and visualization process (in line with Thudt et al.’s [95] argument that people should
be given a more active role in visualization design processes), perhaps enabling them to choose
which data points to include and exclude in the graphs, and even entering additional data points
that may not have been present in their social media dataset. Though some participants may feel
overwhelmed or unequipped to analyze and visualize their data, for some participants, a more
collaborative process would likely invoke even more reflection.

5.1 Ethical Considerations

We took great care to conduct our study ethically and in a way that did not harm participants.
All of the participants we interviewed for this study explicitly opted in to data collection and the
data we collected were technically public (though much of it was private by obscurity or “pub-
licly private” [53]). Another ethical concern involved whether it was advisable to show sentiment
graphs to participants whose sentiment showed a substantial downward trend over the long term
or the recent short term. Interviewees in our sample did not have long-term downward sentiment
trajectories, likely because gender transition trajectories show an upward slope on average [38]
and a bias in our interview sample was that those people who are most distressed may have been
less likely to respond to our interview requests. That is, those experiencing depression or men-
tal distress (which is prevalent among trans populations [49]) may not have had the emotional
bandwidth to respond to a Tumblr message from a researcher, or to spend emotional energy on an
interview. Showing participants negative trajectories may bring up negative emotions and it may
not be advisable to use this method. At minimum, researchers should be trained in witnessing and
responding to difficult participant emotions in a sensitive and reflexive manner (e.g., [66]).

Making connections to experiences and identities in the past can be difficult for some people, par-
ticularly those who have experienced difficult identity changes [40]. It is important for researchers
to consider that some interview participants may not want to reflect on experiences or emotions
from the past. This research method also requires caution because it involves showing visualized
sentiment data to people who may not have otherwise chosen to view such data. There are impor-
tant differences between tracking oneself and having one’s data collected by a researcher. Most
research in which people view their visualized emotions over time [17, 57] focuse on people who
want to self-track and view their own data. Yet with the current method, while participants have
consented to data collection and interviews, they generally are not people who have intended to
track their emotions over time,neither examine nor reflect on sentiment patterns or their pasts. In
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our study, we specifically informed participants in advance that we were collecting and analyzing
their blog data (but not that we were visualizing it), and at the beginning of the interview we
told each participant explicitly that they could exit the interview at any time or skip any question
if they were not comfortable answering. None of our participants mentioned feeling uncomfort-
able with viewing their sentiment visualization graphs. Yet researchers using this method should
be aware that participants may feel discomfort, and researchers must approach the method with
sensitivity, allowing participants to opt out at all stages.

5.2 Limitations and Future Work

This research and method involve several limitations. Performing video interviews allowed us to
reach a larger set of people (given the culturally stigmatized nature of gender transition). However,
this meant that we could not be physically present with participants while they viewed sentiment
visualizations. Future work should examine whether co-presence of participants and researchers
affects the elicitation potential of sentiment visualizations. Next, it may be necessary to perform
graph literacy before using this method in interviews, because if participants cannot interpret the
graphs well, then their reflections may suffer (though, as we found, in some cases this method
can lead to reflection regardless). As another limitation, though the sentiment graphs enabled
people to reflect on past experiences and think about the emotions surrounding those experiences,
this method did not actually recapture emotions that participants felt in the past. Additionally,
participants may have limited retrospective recall. Some may post-rationalize their narratives in
light of the visualizations that they viewed, and describe their past experiences differently than
they otherwise would, potentially in a skewed manner. Participants also may focus more on peaks
and dips, rather than steady curves, since the former stands out more. Relatedly, sentiment of
social media data likely does not directly indicate a person’s actual emotional wellbeing over time,
since people may post overly-positive or overly-negative content online. Additionally, inviting
participants to create a personal narrative that coheres with a quantified representation of their
data may have been leading for some participants; however, many were quick to disregard visual
patterns they did not consider meaningful. Next, sentiment analysis is known to have accuracy
limitations [8], which may impact results. We did not rigorously test the visualizations’ accuracy,
and how “correct” the graphswerewas not transparent to us or to participants. Thus, as a limitation
and ethical issue, it is possible that when using this method participants will answer in ways that
they think the researchers want to hear (e.g., stating that a “dip” in the graph corresponds to a life
event). This may be especially likely to happen when researchers are in relative positions of power
compared to participants from marginalized groups, and researchers should carefully consider
and mitigate this possibility. Accuracy issues would be especially problematic if this method were
used in medical contexts (e.g., to confirm mental health diagnoses), which we do not recommend.
Finally, especially skilled researchers are able to elicit substantial reflection without the use of
sentiment visualizations, and this method may not add extra value in all interview settings. Future
work should also investigate how randomly-generated graphs perform in comparison to sentiment
graphs. Furthermore, this method could be attempted with other types of graphs that may work
well to capture emotion, such as emotion glyphs, or interactive visualizations that overlay social
media data on graphs and allow users to zoom into and out of time periods. Future research could
also examine this method’s efficacy with populations experiencing additional types of identity
transitions.

6 APPLYING THE RESEARCH METHOD

This research method will likely be useful in studies that require participants to reflect on their
pasts, especially for people who have experienced substantial identity changes. It would not work
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well for studies focusing on participants’ current experiences or evaluations of particular systems.
Researchers who wish to use this approach in the future can apply the following steps:

6.1 Data Collection

The first step is to gather participants’ data, with their permission or using an opt-out approach.
This method was designed for and evaluated on textual social media data, but it could be extended
to other types of personal data repositories, such as personal diaries (journals), quantification of
wellbeing over time that has not yet been visualized (e.g., P6’s self-tracked sentiment data), and
potentially even visual social media data (e.g., photos, videos). Choosing a social media site where
researchers can access data is vital; some social media sites (e.g., Tumblr, Twitter, and Reddit) allow
data collection via APIs, while others (e.g., Facebook, Instagram) do not. The research sitemust also
be a space where participants share substantial personal data over time. Thus, sites like Facebook
and Twitter may not be ideal for this method because text posts tend to be shorter and less personal
and in-depth. You may also ask participants to provide their data to you, such as by downloading
their Facebook data archive. The method will work best with sufficient data to create meaningful
sentiment patterns over time, which will depend on the time duration (e.g., several months vs.
several years), but in our experience included at minimum about 10 data points total and two data
points per month for each person.

6.2 Data Analysis and Visualization

The researcher must choose a sentiment analysis tool (e.g., [47, 73]) that works best for their
research context, and generate sentiment measures for each temporal data point. Then, the re-
searcher visualizes the data over time using a simple line graph, or a more complex visualization
method of their choice. Though simple line graphs worked well because they were lightweight
and easily shareable and explainable to participants, future research could explore more involved
visualization methods, such as interactive visualizations that link to participants’ particular so-
cial media posts and display their sentiment scores. The visualization will generally need to use a
smoothing function (e.g., Loess.smooth in R [25]) to improve visual appearance and interpretabil-
ity. Researchers do not need to use six graphs as in the study presented here, but should use more
than one to show that sentiment analysis and visualization are subjective and there is no one “right
way” to visualize a person’s sentiment over time. The researcher must pilot test their visualizations
with several people to make sure that they are clear and easily understandable.

6.3 Use in Interviews

We recommend showing participants the sentiment graphs toward the end of the interview (as
also recommended by [21]), to avoid skewing the interview toward certain time periods, experi-
ences, or emotions. The sentiment graphs are then used to enable further reflection and fill in gaps.
The researcher should describe sentiment analysis in non-scientific language and describe how to
interpret the graphs (e.g., “The peaks may represent a time during which you were feeling good,
and the dips may represent a time when your emotional wellbeing was not as good.”). After these
explanations, the researcher can start the reflection process by asking, “Do any of the graphs res-
onate with how you were feeling over time?” The researcher should then tailor their questions to
the graphs and participant, such as by pointing out particular patterns and asking the participant
to explain what might have been happening during that time period, and relating topics that came
up earlier in the interview or in the participant’s textual data. The activity can take anywhere
from a few minutes to 30 minutes or more depending on how much reflection the graphs elicit
and how easily the participant interprets the graphs. Researchers may also find value in pairing
this method with other elicitation methods, like showing participants specific social media posts
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from the past, which may add additional valuable information to prompt reflection. Researchers
should carefully consider the ethical considerations described in Section 5.1 before employing this
method. It is important to note that some participants will not be good at reading or interpreting
graphs, and that this method may not elicit reflection from every participant.

6.4 Analysis

Interview transcripts should be analyzed with the visualizations to understand participants’ expe-
riences in depth. General qualitative data analysis techniques can be used (e.g., [88]).

6.5 Potential Difficulties

As happened in the study that we describe here, some participants may have difficulty interpreting
the visualizations, or may have trouble thinking about time visually or linearly [6]. These partic-
ipants may still reflect on their past experiences, but those reflections may not correspond well
to the graphs they are shown. However, a mismatch like this will often still generate useful data.
Next, given that emotion detection has accuracy limitations [8] and is somewhat of a contentious
topic [2, 19], researchers should be prepared for participants who may find their visualizations in-
accurate and/or may be critical of sentiment analysis approaches in general. In these cases, it may
be necessary to skip this part of the interview. Finally, researchers may have difficulty accessing
longitudinal textual social media data, and should consider the feasibility of their data collection
approaches.

7 CONCLUSION

We presented a novel approach for enabling interview participants to reflect on their personal his-
tories and identity transitions: showing participants sentiment visualization graphs of their social
media data over time. We detailed our methods of constructing sentiment visualization graphs
and using them in interviews, so that HCI researchers can use these methods in future work to
uncover participants’ personal histories that may otherwise remain hidden. We describe how sen-
timent graphs helped participants reflect on their past experiences and the emotions surrounding
them. Indeed, the graphs helped participants recall new data about intersecting life experiences
that they had not previously mentioned on social media or brought up in our interviews, and that
we would not have known to ask them about. Surprisingly, even participants who initially had dif-
ficulty relating their experiences to sentiment graphs used the graphs as tools for reflection. These
findings show how sentiment graphs of social media data can be a powerful reflection tool to use
with interview participants. Adding this research method to HCI researchers’ toolboxes can make
previously invisible aspects of participants’ narratives visible and leading to the construction of
what we call a transition history from below. In this way, uncovering personal histories can help
us draw from the past to inform future technology design and research that supports people with
marginalized and changing identities.
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APPENDIX

A SENTIMENT MEASURES DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Table 1. Sentiment Measures Descriptive Statistics

Sentiment Score Mean Standard Deviation

Vader compound [47] 0.41 0.59
Vader positive sentiment [47] 0.16 0.12
Vader negative sentiment [47] 0.07 0.08
negative mental health measure from [71] 0.62 1.63
LIWC positive emotion [73] 4.19 3.99
LIWC negative emotion [73] 1.83 2.61
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